
 

DOWN TO ONE (Gimmicks & Instructions) by Jon Allen

"As soon as I saw Down to One I had to get it. It is simple, strong and an easy fit
into almost any show. I hate Jon even more for coming up with this!"
- John Archer

"This is not just a great trick (and it is that) but a strong tool that should be in the
repertoire of any magicians or mentalist."
- Jon Armstrong 

"Jon has taken an impressive effect and expertly crafted it into a practical, clever,
audience-engaging miracle! I highly recommend it to anyone "not living in my
city!"
- Richard Sanders 

"Jon only puts out fantastic products. Down to One is an amazing audience
participation part of every show I am doing now."
- Mark Shortland 

"I'm thrilled to have added it to my show and I hate that you're selling it to others!"
- Bill Cook

There has never been such a perfect routine for you to engage a whole audience
for parlour shows, stage shows, cabaret, after-dinner shows, trade shows and
kids' shows

Down to One could well be the Holy Grail of audience participation from a small
gathering to a huge audience! This is why professional magicians and mentalists
who have performed it once have kept it in their shows.

Using nothing more than a two-colour coin and a prediction, you offer a simple,
engaging, entertaining routine. The whole audience stands up and guesses the
result of a coin toss. Whoever guesses correctly stays standing and the game is
played until you are down to one person left.

Your prediction not only describes this person *exactly* but also their winning
guess!

Down to One is a simple 6-8 minute routine where everyone gets involved. While
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it's a perfect opener, Down to One and can be performed at any point in your
show.

Comes with a bespoke designed coin, Tyvek envelope and 16-page instruction
bookletwith full colour photos, QR code link to video explanations and several
presentations and ideas.

If you are looking for guaranteed great reactions from your audience, get Down to
One.
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